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INVOLUTIONS WITH ISOLATED FIXED POINTS ON

ORIENTABLE 3-DIMENSIONAL FLAT SPACE FORMS

BY

E. LUFT AND D. SJERVE

Abstract. In this paper we completely classify (up to conjugacy) all involutions i:

M -» M, where M is an orientable connected flat 3-dimensional space form, such

that i has fixed points but only finitely many. If Mx,..., M6 are the 6 space forms

then only Mx, M2, M6 admit such involutions. Moreover, they are unique up to

conjugacy. The main idea behind the proof is to find incompressible tori T ç M so

that either i(T) = T or t(T) n T = 0 and then cut M into simpler pieces. These

results lead to a complete classification of 3-manifolds containing Z © Z © Z in

their fundamental groups.

1. Introduction. In [1] it was shown that the only possible finitely generated

abelian subgroups of the fundamental group of a 3-manifold are Z„, Z © Z2, Z,

Z © Z, and Z © Z © Z. Moreover, those manifolds A/3 such that trx(M) contains a

finite subgroup or Z © Z2 as a subgroup were also characterized. In order to

characterize those A/3 so that irx(M) contains Z © Z © Z as a subgroup it is

necessary to determine the involutions with isolated fixed points on 3-dimensional

orientable flat space forms (see [7] for this characterization).

The purpose of this paper is to classify up to conjugacy all involutions i: M -» M,

where M is an orientable flat 3-dimensional space form and i has fixed points but

only finitely many.

Throughout the paper we use the term space form as an abbreviation for a

connected closed orientable 3-dimensional flat space form. According to Wolf (see

[11, p. 117]) there are only 6 space forms up to affine equivalence. We use the

notation Mx,... ,M6 to correspond to the order of these space forms on p. 117 of

[11]. In particular Mx is just the torus S1 X S1 X S1 and AZ6 is the so-called

Hantzsche-Wendt manifold [2]. It turns out that MX,...,M5 are torus bundles over

S1, whereas M6 is the union along the boundaries of twisted orientable Z-bundles

over a Klein bottle [8]. For a complete topological description see [7].

In §5 we classify all involutions with isolated fixed points, on orientable torus

bundles over S1. The result is that only Mx and M2 admit such involutions and they

are unique up to conjugacy. Then in §6 we carry out the same program for unions

along the boundaries of two orientable twisted Z-bundles over Klein bottles. Among

these is also the space form M2. We prove that besides M2 only AZ6 admits
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306 E. LUFT AND D. SJERVE

involutions with isolated fixed points. Again the involutions are uniquely determined

up to conjugacy. These involutions on MX,M2, M6 have 8,4,2 fixed points, respec-

tively. For further descriptions see [7].

If t: M¡ -* M¡, i = 1,2, or 6, is such an involution and xx,...,xk are the fixed

points (k = 8,4,2) then there are disjoint 3-cells C,,...,Ck so that x¡ e int C, and

i(C¡) = C„ 1 < i < k. We let M* denote M, - int(Cx U • ■ ■ U Ck)/i\ the orbit

manifold. In §7 we give explicit descriptions of AZ*, AZ*, and AZ*.

All the space forms have incompressible tori and thus a certain hierarchy. The

main idea behind the proofs is to find incompressible tori which either are disjoint

from their image or which are invariant under the involution; thereby reducing the

study of involutions on the various classes of manifolds to the study of involutions

on simpler manifolds such as Tx [0,1], where T is the 2-dimensional torus, or

W = the twisted orientable Z-bundle over the Klein bottle.

In §3, we determine all involutions with only isolated fixed points on T x [0,1]

and then in §4 we do this for W.

For the torus AZ = S1xS1xS1a complete description of all possible involu-

tions was given in [4]. Another relevant reference is [10].

We would like to thank the referee for his comments.

2. Notation and preliminaries. We will work throughout in the PL category. Our

references are [3 or 10]. A PL homeomorphism we simply call an isomorphism.

All involutions are assumed to have only isolated fixed points. The following lemma

will be applied several times.

Lemma (2.1). Suppose M is an n-manifold, F Q M is a proper bicollared (n — 1)-

submanifold, and i: M -* M is an involution with i(F) = F. If U is any neighborhood

of F in M, then there is a bicollar Fx [-1,1] of F = F X 0 zz? M such that

F X [-1,1] c G and i(F X [-1,1]) = F X [-1,1].

Moreover, we may assume that F X [-1,1] n dM = dF X [-1,1].

Proof. There is a simplicial subdivision of AZ containing F as a subcomplex, with

its simplicial neighborhood in U, and such that i is simplicial. Let F X [-1,1] be a

regular neighborhood with respect to this subdivision.    Q.E.D.

We have the following

Proposition (2.2). Suppose M is an n-manifold and i: M -* M is an involution with

only isolated fixed points. Then the fixed points of i are in the interior of M.

Proof. There is a simplicial subdivision of AZ containing the fixed points as

vertices such that i is simplicial. If a fixed point is on the boundary of AZ, its link is

an (zz - l)-cell and it is invariant under t. Therefore t must have a fixed point on this

link, and hence keep a 1-cell pointwise fixed; a contradiction.   Q.E.D.

We will frequently apply the Lefschetz fixed point theorem as follows.

Lemma (2.3). Let M be a compact n-manifold and let i: M -* AZ be an involution

with fixed points xx,... ,xk. If X is the Lefschetz number of i, then X = k.
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Proof. Choose a simplicial subdivision of AZ containing xx,...,xk as vertices and

such that t is simplicial. The star-neighborhoods of xx,... ,xk in the first barycentric

subdivision then define disjoint 3-cells Cx,...,Ck c int AZ with xi e int C, and with

i(C¡) = C¡, 1 < i < k. Since 6|8C, 1 ^ z < zc, is a fixed point free involution of the

(n - l)-sphere 9C,, t|3C is orientation reversing if zz is odd, and orientation preserv-

ing if zi is even. The Lefschetz number of i\M^c u-uc can De computed by

applying a Mayer-Vietoris sequence to AZ = AZ - Cx U ■ ■ • U Ck U (Cx U • ■ ■ U

Ck). The result is X - k. Therefore À = k as t|^c u...uC has no fixed points.

Q.E.D.
Note that if k > 1 and AZ is orientable then i must be orientation reversing if n is

odd and orientation preserving if zz is even.

Two involutions i, t': X -* X on a space X are said to be conjugate if there exists

an isomorphism h: X -» X with t' = /z^i/z.

A 3-manifold AZ is said to be irreducible if each 2-sphere in AZ bounds a 3-cell in

AZ.

Let AZ be a 3-manifold and let F c M be a compact 2-manifold which is either

properly embedded in AZ or is contained in 9AZ. We say that F is incompressible in

AZ if no component of F is a 2-sphere and if for each 2-cell B c AZ with B n F = 9/3

there is a 2-cell B' c F with 8/3' = 9/3.

Definition. A proper annulus /I in a 3-manifold AZ is said to be trivial if A

decomposes AZ into a sohd torus V = D2 X 51 and a submanifold AZ0 such that:

(I) AZ = AZ0 U V, M0 Pi V = 9AZ0 Pi dV = A, and

(II) there exists a nonseparating proper 2-cell t3 ç K so that /3 n v4 = 9t3 n ./I is a

nonseparating proper 1-cell in A. Otherwise we say that A is nontrivial.

Note that if the bounding 1-spheres of A are in different boundary components of

AZ or if A does not separate AZ then A is nontrivial.

A nontrivial, incompressible, proper annulus in a 3-manifold we call an essential

annulus. (Compare remark in [6].)

Note a nonseparating proper annulus in an irreducible 3-manifold with incom-

pressible boundary is essential.

We now summarize for the convenience of the reader the results of [6] which are

the basic tools of our proofs.

Suppose AZ is an irreducible 3-manifold and t: AZ -» AZ is an involution. In

Theorems (2.6) and (2.7) assume in addition that AZ is orientable.

Theorem (2.4). If there exists a proper nonseparating 2-cell B0 c AZ, then there

exists one with B n i(B) = 0.

Moreover, ifàB0 n t(9/30) = 0 we may assume that dB = 3t30.

Theorem (2.5). Suppose A0 c M is an essential annulus with dA0 n i(dA0) = 0.

Then either there is an essential annulus A c M with

A n t(A) = 0    and   M U i(dA) = dA0 U i(dA0).

or there are two disjoint essential annuli Ax, A2 in M with i(A¡) = A¡, i = 1,2, with

d(Ax U A2) = dA0 U i(dA0), and with no fixed points oft on Ax U A2.
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Theorem (2.6). Suppose A0 c AZ is an essential annulus. Let dA0 = SQX U S02, and

let R¡ c 9AZ be the component with S0i c R¡, i = 1,2. If Rx = R2, assume that Rx is

incompressible. Then there is an essential annulus A c AZ with either A D i(A) = 0

or i(A) = A, and with dA U i(dA) c Rx u R2 U i(Rx U R2). In the latter case there

are no fixed points of ion A.

Furthermore, if Rx + R2 and i(Rx U R2) = Rx U R2, we may assume that dA = Sx

U S2 satisfies St C R¡, i = 1,2.

Theorem (2.7). Suppose i: M -» AZ is an orientation reversing involution. If M

contains an incompressible torus, then M contains an incompressible torus T with either

T Pi i(T) = 0 or i(T) = T. In the latter case there are no fixed points ofi on T.

3. Involutions on T X [0,1]. In order to describe the involutions on T X [0,1],

where Zis the 2-dimensional torus S1 X S1, we introduce the following involutions.

Let a: S1 -* S1 be the antipodal map, a(x) = -x; let zc: 51 -» Sl denote conjuga-

tion, k(x) = x; and let t: [0,1] -> [0,1] be the map r(t) = I - t. Note that a is fixed

point free, k has 2 fixed points {1} and {-1}, and t has one fixed point {j}.

The main result of this section is in essence that any involution i: T X [0,1]-* T

x [0,1] is conjugate to exactly one of the following 5 involutions of T x [0,1]:

a X id X id,    a X k X id,    a X zc X t,    a X id X t,    zc X zc X t.

The first 4 involutions are fixed point free and the last one has exactly 4 fixed

points. There is also an all important relative version. If z has no fixed points this

result also follows from [3, Theorem 10.3, p. 91].

We now give more detailed descriptions of the above 5 standard involutions on

T X [0,1]. In T X [0,1] we select annuh A ± and solid tori V± as follows:

A±= {(±i,y,t)^Tx[0,I]},

V+= {(x,y,t)eTx[0,l];Rex>0),

V_= {(x,y,t) e rx [0,1]; Rex < 0}.

Then T X [0,1] = V+\J V_ and V+C\ V_ = A + U A_(see Figure 1).

Figure 1
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Each of the 5 standard involutions maps A + onto A_. We have the following table:

involution orientation type fixed points image of T X 0 image of V+

a X id X id

a X k X id

a X zc X t

a X id X t

k X k X T

preserving

reversing

preserving

reversing

reversing

0

0

0

0

4

rx o
rx o
rx i
rx i
rx i

v_
v_
v_
v_
1/

The first 3 columns of the table (i.e. the orientation type, the cardinality of the

fixed point set, and the image of T x 0) are conjugacy class invariants. Conversely,

by our main result, if t: T X [0,1] -» T X [0,1] is an involution, these 3 invariants

determine uniquely its conjugacy class.

To classify the involutions of T x [0,1] we proceed as follows. First we classify

the involutions on a solid torus. If t: T X [0,1] -» T X [0,1] is an involution we show

that there exists an incompressible annulus A c T x [0,1] that meets both boundary

components of T X [0,1] and so that A n i(A) = 0. Then A U i(A) decomposes

T X [0,1] into handlebodies V± as in the situation of the 5 standard involutions of

T X [0,1]. Applying the classification of the involutions on a solid torus will then

lead to a classification of the involutions on T x [0,1].

In order to classify the involutions on a sohd torus we begin with the following

lemma, which is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 in [5].

Lemma (3.1). Suppose i, i': S2 X [0,1] -» S2 X [0,1] are fixed point free involutions

leaving the ends invariant. Then there exists an isomorphism h: S2 X [0,1] -> S2 X

[0,1] so that

i' = zu/z"1.

Furthermore, if we are given an isomorphism h0: S2 X 0 -> S2 X 0 satisfying

i'|S2x0 = hQihç1, then we may assume that h\six0 = h0.

(Thus such an involution is conjugate to the involution (x, t) -» (-x, t).)

C be involutions. Then thereTheorem (3.2). Let C be a 3-cell and let i, i': C

exists an isomorphism h: C -» C so that t! = hih~l.

Moreover, if h0: dC —> 3C is an isomorphism satisfying z/|3c

assume that h | 3C

h0ih0l, we may

K-
Proof. Note that since 9C/i| and 9C/i'| are projective planes, there always exists

an isomorphism h0: 9C -» 3C with t'|3c = hQih~Q. Thus we may assume that h0 is

given.

By Lemma (2.3), t, z' have exactly 1 fixed point each (and they must be orientation

reversing).

Let K, K' be simplicial subdivisions of C so that t: K -» K, i': K' -* K' are

simplicial. Then the fixed points x0, x'0 of i, t' are vertices of K, K', respectively. Let

K0 = St(x0, K), Kq = St(xó, K') be the star neighborhoods of x0, x'0 in K, K',
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respectively. Then i(K0) = K0, i'(K'0) = K'0 and t^, i'\k.q are conings of i\dK, i'\ñK,o,

respectively. We may assume that K0 n dC = 0 = K'0C\ dC. It then follows that

W = C - \Kq\, W = C - \K0\ are copies of S2 x [0,1].

By Lemma (3.1) we can extend h0 to an isomorphism h0: W -» W so that

i'\w, = hoih^- ^y coning A0|: |9tX"0| -* |9Z^| to the vertices x0, x'0, we extend h0 to

an isomorphism h: C -» C. Then i' = hih'1.    Q.E.D.

Thus there is a unique conjugacy class of involutions on the 3-cell C. For example,

let C = c(S2) (= the cone on S2) and let a: S2 -» S2 be the antipodal map. Then â:

C -* C, â(x, t) = (a(x), t), is an involution with one fixed point. If C = D2 X [0,1],

then a canonical involution is (x, t) -> (-x, I - t).

Now we are ready to classify the involutions on the solid torus V = D2 X S1.

Theorem (3.3). Suppose i, i': V -* V are involutions and one of the following holds:

(I) t, i' are orientation preserving,

(II) ¿, i' are orientation reversing and fixed point free,

(III) i, i' are orientation reversing and have fixed points.

Then there is an isomorphism h: V —> Vso that i' = hih'1.

Assume h0: dV -* dVis an isomorphism with i'\sv = hQih~Q. In addition, for case (I)

only, assume that h0 extends to an isomorphism of V onto V. Then h: V -* V can be

chosen to satisfy h\dV = h0.

Proof. Since both W/i\ and 9F/t'| are either tori or Klein bottles there always

exists an isomorphism «0: W -» W so that t!\w = hQih~§ and if t, i' are orientation

preserving, extending to an isomorphism of V onto V. Thus we assume that /z0:

dV -» Wis given.

(1) First we show that if t, t' are orientation reversing, h0 extends to an isomor-

phism of V onto V.

We have HX(W) = Z[9Z>] © Z[S].

Lemma (2.3) implies immediately that i has a fixed point if and only if i,:

HX(V) -» HX(V) is i* = -id (in which case it has exactly two fixed points). There-

fore (t|)#, (t'Dv Hx(dV) -* Hx(dV) have the following descriptions:

If i, t' are fixed point free, then

(i\)m[dD] = -[9Z>],    (c'UdD] =-[dD],

(t|)JS] = a[9Z)] +[5],    (i%[S] = a'[W] +[S]

and if t, i' have fixed points, then

M).[az>] = [3z>],  (i'UdD] = [dD],

UUS] = ß[dD]-[S],    (i'US] = ß'[dD]-[S].

Let/z0«[9Z)] = a[dD] + b[S],h0*[S] = c[dD] + d[S] with a -d- b-c= +1. Then

we must have

-1    0|[a    b
.a'     l\[c    d

a    b
c    d

-I    0

a      I
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in the first case, and

1      0

ß'    -1
a    b
c    d

a    b
c    d

I      0

ß    -1

in the second case.

In both cases we obtain -b = b and hence b = 0. Therefore h0*[dD] = ±[dD].

Consequently h0 extends.

(2) By Theorem (2.4) there is a nonseparating proper 2-cell B c V with

t3 n i(B) = 0.

Then B U i(B) decomposes V into 3-cells C+, C : V = C+U C_, C+n C_= 9C+n

9C.= 73 U i(B). (See Figure 2).

KB)

Figure 2

We have i'h0(dB) = h0i(dB) and hence

A0(973)nt'(A0(9y3)) = 0.

By (1), and in case (I) by the hypothesis on h0, there is a proper 2-cell B' c F with

973' = A0(9t3). By Theorem (2.4) we may assume that t3' n i'(B') = 0.

Then t3' U i'(B') decomposes V again into 3-cells C'+, C'_: V = C+U C'_, C'+n C'_

= 9C'+n 9C'=t3' U i'(B').

Suppose that /z0(C+n W) = C'+r\ W. Let hox: B -* B' be an extension of A0|:

9t3 9t3' and define A02: i(t3) -» i'(t3') by equivariance A02

A01 U A02: 73 U i(t3)

l'h0i\i(By Define

/3' U i'(B'). By construction, i'l^u^g-) = h0ih0l.

Case I. Both ¿ and ¿' have no fixed points.

As observed in (1), then t„, z/*: ZZ,(F) -» HX(V) are t* = t* = id. Consequently,

i(C+) = C and t'(C;) = C

Let A+: C+^ C'+ be an extension of A0|c n3K U A0: 3C+^ 9C+ and define A_:

C-» C by A.= i'A + t|c. Then A+ and h_ agree on C+n C_= t3 U i(t3) and there-

fore piece together to give the conjugating isomorphism A = A+UA_: V -> F with

i' = AíA"1.

Cû5e 2. Both z and i' have fixed points.

Then necessarily t(C,) = C, and i'(C,')= C'„ z= +,-. By Theorem (3.2) the

isomorphism A0\c nSy U A0: 9C, -> 9C/ extends to an isomorphism A,: C, -* C/ with
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t'|c, = hjihj1, i = +,-. Again A+ and A_ agree on C+n C_= B U i(B) and hence

A = A+U A_: V -» Fis an isomorphism with i' = AzA"1.    Q.E.D.

Here are exphcit representatives for the 3 conjugacy classes of involutions on V.

Recall that a: S1 -* S1 is the antipodal map and zc: S1 -» Sl is conjugation. Let â, ic:

D2 -» D2 denote the radial extensions. These are again involutions. The involution â

has precisely one fixed point. Then we have the following 3 involutions of V = D2

X S1:

"(x,y) = (~x,-y),

t0(x,y)= (x,-y),

h(x,y) = (-x,y).

co = a X a,

i0 = ic X a,

i2 = â X zc,

We select proper 2-cells B ± and 3-cells C± as follows:

B±= {(x,±i) eDx S),

C+= {(x,y)^Dx S;Rey>0},

C.= {(x,y) e D X S;Rey < 0}.

Then V = C+U C_ and C+n C = /3+U B_. Compare Figure 2. Each of the 3

standard involutions maps B+ onto t3_. We have the following table:

involution

w = a X a

iQ — kXa

i0 = â X zc

orientation
type

preserving

reversing

reversing

fixed points image of C4

C.
C.

The first 2 columns of the table (i.e. the orientation type, the cardinality of the

fixed point set) are conjugacy class invariants. Conversely, by Theorem (3.3), if i:

V -* Fis an involution, these 2 invariants determine uniquely its conjugacy class.

Corollary (3.4). An involution i: V -» Vis conjugate to:

(I) co, if i is orientation preserving,

(II) t0, if i is orientation reversing and fixed point free, and

(III) t2, if i is orientation reversing with fixed points.

Also there is a relative version as in (3.3).

Remark. If t: V -> V is a fixed point free involution then V/t is a sohd torus

again if i is orientation preserving and a sohd Klein bottle if i is orientation

reversing.

(Of course this result also follows immediately from Dehn's Lemma. It can also be

used to prove cases (I) and (II) of Theorem (3.3).)

Next we continue with some technical lemmas. Recall that T denotes the 2-dimen-

sional torus S1 x S1.

Lemma (3.5). Let A c T X [0,1] be a proper annulus. Then the following three

statements are equivalent.
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(1) A is essential.

(II) A is incompressible and meets both boundary components of T X [0,1].

(III) A is nonseparating.

Lemma (3.6). (1) Suppose A c T X [0,1] is an essential annulus. Then (T X [0,1], A)

is isomorphic to (Sl XS'x [0,1], jc0 X S1 X [0,1]).

(2) Suppose Ax, A2 c T X [0,1] are disjoint essential annuli. Then (T X

[0,1], Ax, A2) is isomorphic to (S1 xS'x [0,1], xx X S1 x [0,1], x2 x S1 x [0,1]).

Proof. (1) We may assume that x0 X S1 x 0 is a boundary component of A and

that Sl x y0 x [0,1] and A intersect transversally in a single proper 1-cell in A and

in Sl X y0 X [0,1]. With this it is not difficult to construct an isomorphism

(Tx[0,I],A) -+ (S1 X Sl x[0,l],x0 X Sl X[0,1]).

(2) By (1) we may assume that

(rx[0,l], A) = (S1 X Sl X[0,1], xx X Sl X[0,1]).

We may assume that Sl X y0 X [0,1] and A2 intersect transversally in a single

proper 1-cell in A2 and in S1 X y0 X [0,1]. Then it is not difficult to construct an

isomorphism

(T X[0,I], Ax, A2) -+ {S1 X Sl X[0,l],xx X S1 X[0,l],x2 X S1 x[0,l]).

Q.E.D.
Main Lemma (3.7). Suppose i: T X [0,1] -» T X [0,1] is an involution. Then there

exists an essential annulus A cz T X [0,1] with A n i(A) = 0.

Proof. By Theorem (2.6) there is an essential annulus A0cz T x [0,1] with either

A0 n i(A0) = 0 or i(A0) = A0. In the latter case there are no fixed points of i on

A0. IíA0 n i(A0) = 0, let A = A0. Hence suppose i(A0) = A0.

By Lemma (2.1) there is a bicollar A0 X [-e, e] of A0 = AQ X 0 in T X [0,1] with

(A0 X [-e, e]) n 9(T X [0,1]) = dA0 X [-e, e] and i(A0 X [-e, e]) = A0 X [-e, e]. If

i(A0 X e) = A0 X -e, let A = A0 X e. Hence suppose i(A0 X e) = A0 X e and thus

i(A0 X -e) = A0 X -e. According to Lemma (3.6) we may assume that

(T x[0,l], A0) = (Sl X S1 x[0,l],x0 X Sl X[0,1]).

Let I c A0 be a nonseparating proper 1-ceU with I n i(I) = 0. (Consider AQ/i\.

It is either an annulus or a Moebius strip. A nonseparating proper 1-cell in A0/i\

lifts to a nonseparating proper 1-cell I as required.) By choosing e sufficiently small

we can insure that i has no fixed points on A0 X [-e, e] and

(Z X [-e, e]) n t(Z X [-£, e]) = 0 .

Now consider the solid torus V = T X [0,1] - A0 x [-e, e]. We have i(V) = V.

Suppose t3 c F is a proper 2-cell with

t3 i)(A0 x[-e, e]) = I X e U I X -e   and   B n i(B) = 0.

Then A = I X [-e, e] U B is an essential annulus with A n i(A) = 0.

We now show the existence of such a 2-cell t3.
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Note that the inclusions A0 X ie -* V, i = 1, -1, induce isomorphisms

HX(A0 X ie) -* HX{V),       i = 1,-1.

It follows from Lemma (2.3) that (i|)„,: HX(A0 X ie) -» HX(A0 x ie) is (i|)* = id. By

commutativity then (i\y)*: HX(V) -* HX(V) is (i]v)* = id. By Corollary (3.5), V/i\

is a sohd torus or a sohd Klein bottle. Let p: V -* V/i\ be the covering projection,

and let B c K/t| be a nonseparating proper 2-ceU. We may assume that B n

p(A0 X ie) = p(I X ie), i = I, -I. Let t3 c p~1(B) be the 2-cell with B DA0x e =

I X e. If B n A0 X -e = I X -e, B has the required property. If

B n A0 X -e = i(l X -e),

we replace B by a nonseparating proper 2-cell B' so that B' D p(A0 X ie) =

p(I X ie), i = 1,-1, B' nB=p(IX e) U p(I X -e), and HX(B' U B) -» ZZ,(lVt|)

is an isomorphism. Again let t3 c p'1(B') be the 2-cell with 73n^0Xe = ZXe.

This time B D A0 X -e = I X -e, and B has the required property.   Q.E.D.

Now suppose i: T x [0,1] -* T X [0,1] is an involution. By the preceding Main

Lemma there exists an essential annulus A cz T X [0,1] satisfying A D i(A) = 0.

By Lemma (3.6), (2), we may assume that

(Tx[0,I],A,i(A)) = (S, X S2 x[0,l],x+X 52 x[0,l],x_x S2 x[0,l]).

Let 5, = Z+U /_, Z+, Z_ 1-cells with Z+n Z_= 9Z+n 9Z_= {x+, x_), and let V¡ =

I¡X S2X [0,1],i= +,-. The solid tori V+, V_decompose T X [0,1]:

rx[0,l] = V+U V_   and    V+n V_= dV+D 9F.= A U i(A).

Compare Figure 1.

We have HX(T X [0,1]) = Z[SX] © Z[52].

Lemma (3.8). If i: T X [0,1]-» FX [0,1] is fixed point free, then we may assume

thati(V+)= V_.

Proof. Suppose i(V+) = V+ and hence i(V_) = V_. Letp: T x [0,1] -» T x [0,1]/i

be the covering projection. Then p(V+), p(V_) are sohd tori or sohd Klein bottles.

Choose a nonseparating proper 1-cell I cz A. Let B¡ cz p(V¡) be a nonseparating

proper 2-cell with Bl. n p(A) consisting of exactly 2 proper 1-cells, one of them

beingp(I), the other we denote by Z, z = +, -. Let B¡ cz p~1(Bi) be the 2-cell with

B¡r\A=I,i= +,-. Thent3, Pi t(^) c p-\l), i= +,-.

We may assume that B+n i(A) = B_C\ i(A). Otherwise we replace B_ by a

nonseparating proper 2-cell B'_ satisfying B'_C\p(A) = B_C\p(A) = B_C\ B'_ and

HX(B_U IT) -» Hx(p(V_)) is an isomorphism.

The proper annulus A' = B+U B_ is incompressible, meets both boundary compo-

nents of T X [0,11 and satisfies A' n t(/T) = 0 and A' n ^ = Z.

Now ,4' U z(^') decomposes 7 x [0,1] again into sohd tori V'+, V'_:

rx[o,i] = F+u VL,      v+n v_= 9P+n w_ = A' u i(A').

We claim that i(V'+) = V'_. Namely, we have the presentation 7" x 0 = (T x 0) n

A X (T x 0) n A'. If i(V'+) = V'+, then t(KD = VI, and we conclude that

t,:Ä(rx[o,i])->Ä(rx[o,i])
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is ¿* = -id. The Lefschetz number of t is #0 and hence t has fixed points.

Contradiction.   Q.E.D.

Lemma (3.9). Ifi: T x [0, l]-»Zx [0,1] has fixed points, then t has exactly 4 fixed

points, (*: HX(T X [0,1]) -» HX(T X [0,1]) is t«, = -id, i(T X 0) = T X I.

Proof. Since i has fixed points we must have i(V¡) = V¡,i= +, -.

Suppose a fixed point of t is in V+. Then, by Lemma (2.3), (t|)*: HX(V+) -* HX(V+)

must be (i|)* = -id. We conclude that t*[52] = -[52] and by commutativity that

(t|)*: HX(V_) -* HX(VJ is also (z|)# = -id. Therefore, by Lemma (2.3), t has exactly 4

fixed points and its Lefschetz number is 4. Hence i*[Sx] = -[Sx] + m[S2]. Since

i% = id we conclude that m = 0. Thus i* = -id. Since t is orientation reversing we

must have i(T X 0) = Tx 1.   Q.E.D.

Theorem (3.10). Suppose i, i': i X [0,1] -> T X [0,1] are involutions and one of the

following holds:

(1) i, t' are orientation preserving and i(T X 0) = i'(T X 0) = T X 0,

(II) t, t' are orientation reversing and i(T X 0) = i'(T X 0) = T X 0,

(III) t, t' are orientation preserving and i(T X 0) = i'(T X 0) = T X 1,

(IV) t, t' are orientation reversing, i(T X 0) = i'(T X 0) = T X 1, and t, i' are fixed

point free, or

(V) z, t' are orientation reversing, i(T X 0) = i'(T X 0) = T X 1, awe/1, i' have fixed

points.

Then there is an isomorphism A: Z X [0,1] -» Z X [0,1] so that i' = hih'1.

Moreover, in case (V), z/A0: d(T X [0,1]) -» 9(Z X [0,1]) is an isomorphism with

1 la(rx[o,i]) = "ol"o

we may assume that A|3(7-x[0 X]) = A0.

(Note that if A': ZxO^ZxOisan arbitrary isomorphism, then A0 = A' U

(t'A'i|rxl): d(T x [0,1]) -» 9(T x [0,1]) is the unique isomorphism that extends A0

and satisfies t'|3(7-xr0 ir. = hQih~QX. Thus we may assume that A^^ = A'.)

Proof. (1) Suppose t, t' are fixed point free. Let A, Ä <z T x [0,1] be essential

annuli with A n i(A) = A' n i'(A') = 0 and let V±, V'± be the corresponding solid

tori. By Lemma (3.8) we may assume that i(V+) = V_, i'(V'+) = V'_.

Choose an arbitrary isomorphism hx: A -» A'. Define A2: i(A) -» i'(A) by equi-

variance, A2 = i'hxi]i(Ay It follows from the hypothesis in cases (I)-(IV) that

A, U A2: A U i(A) -» ^' U t'(^') extends to an isomorphism A+: F+-> F'+. Define

A_: K_-* FI by equivariance, A_= t'A+t|K. Then A+ and A_ piece together to define

an isomorphism A = A+U hj T x [0,1] -» T X [0,1]. By construction, t' = AtA"1.

(2) Suppose i, i' have fixed points. By Lemma (3.5) this is case (V).

By the remark in the statement of the theorem we may assume that A0 is given.

Let A cz T X [0,1] be an essential annulus with A D i(A) = 0. Let V± be the

corresponding solid tori. Since t has fixed points we must have i(V¡) = V¡, i = +, -.

There is a proper annulus A0 c T X [0,1] with dA0 = h0dA. We have

9^0 n t'(9^(0) = A0(9^) n A0i(9^) = A0(9/i n i(9/l)) = 0.
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By Theorem (2.5), there is either an essential annulus Ä cz T X [0,1] with dA' U

di'(A') = dA0 U di'(A0) and withÄ n t'(A') = 0, or there are two disjoint essential

annuh A,■ c T X [0,1] with i'(At) = A¡, i = 1,2; d(Ax U ^2) = 9,4 0 U di'(AQ); and

with no fixed points of ï on Ax V A2.

The second possibility cannot occur. Namely, if i'(A¡) = A¡ the Lefschetz number

of i'\: Ai -» y4,- would have to be 2 by Lemma (3.9), and hence there would have to be

fixed points of t' on A¡.

We may assume that i'nrxO = h0(A n 7 X 0). Then necessarily A' n T X I

= h0(A n T X 1). Thus 9/4' = h0(dA).

Let F'± be the sohd tori determined by A' U i'(A'). We may assume that

h0(V¡ n 9(7 x [0,1])) = V; n 9(7 X [0,1]), i = +,-. Since t' has fixed points we

again must have i'(V¡) = V¡, i = +,-.

The isomorphism A0|: 9,4 -* dA' can be extended to an isomorphism hx: A -» /I'.

The isomorphism A2: ¿(,4) -> i'(A) is defined by equivariance, A2 = i'A,t|l(/)). Piec-

ing together we obtain the isomorphisms

Ä/ = AolKin9{rx[o,iDUAi u/l2: ^V,-*Wlt       i= +,-,

which by construction satisfy i']w, = h^ihj1, i = +,-.

By Theorem (3.3), A, extends to an isomorphism A,: V¡ -» F,' with t'|K, = hjihj1,

Then A = A+U A_: 7 x [0,1] -> 7 x [0,1] is the desired extension of A0 with

t' = AtA"1.    Q.E.D.

There are also relative versions of the theorem in cases (I)-(IV). They follow easily

from Corollary (3.12). Since they are not needed in this work they are omitted.

Corollary (3.11). Suppose i: 7 X [0,1] -» 7 x [0,1] is an involution. Then i is

conjugate to:

(I) a X id X id, if i is orientation preserving and t(7 X 0) = 7 X 0,

(II) a X k X id, if i is orientation reversing and i(T X 0) = 7 X 0,

(III) a X zc X t, if i is orientation preserving and i(T X 0) = 7 X 1.

(IV) a X id X t, if i is orientation reversing, i(T X 0) = 7 X 1, and i has no fixed

points, or

(V) zc X zc X t, if i is orientation reversing, i(T X 0) = 7 X 1, and i has fixed points.

Moreover, in case (V), if A0: 9(7 X [0,1]) -» 9(7 X [0,1]) is an isomorphism with

l\d<Tx[o ii) = Ao(K X K X t)A¿\ then A0 extends to an isomorphism A: 7 X [0,1] -> 7

X [0,1] with t = A(zc X k X t)A_1.

Corollary (3.12). Suppose t: 7 x [0,1] -> 7 X [0,1] is an involution without fixed

points.

(I) If i is orientation preserving and i(T X 0) = 7 X 0, then 7 X [0, l]/t = 7 X

[0,1].
(II) If i is orientation reversing and i(T X 0) = 7 X 0, then 7 X [0, l]/t = tY X

[0,1], K a Klein bottle.

(III) Z/ t z'j orientation preserving and i(T X 0) = 7 X 1, íAezz 7 X [0, l]/t =

orientable twisted I-bundle over a Klein bottle.

(IV) If i is orientation reversing and t(7 X 0) = 7 X 1, then 7 X [0,1]/i = MO X

S1, MO a Moebius strip.
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4. Involutions on the orientable twisted Z-bundle over a Klein bottle. As a model for

the oriented twisted Z-bundle over a Klein bottle we take the following manifold W:

W= S1 x[0,l] x[-I,I]/(x,0,t) - (x,I,-t).

Let q: S1 x [0,1] X [-1,1] -» Wbe the natural map. Then K = q(SY x [0,1] x 0)

is a Klein bottle and ir.  W -» K, ir(q(x, s, t)) = q(x, s,0) defines an Z-bundle

structure over the Klein bottle K.

dWis a torus and w\: dW -» K is the orientable double covering.

We introduce the annulus A* = q(Sl xOx [-1,1]) = q(Sx xlx [-1,1]). Then

A * is nonseparating. By Corollary (4.3), this property determines A * uniquely up to

an ambient isotopy.

The main result of this section is in essence that any involution i: W -* W is

conjugate to exactly one of the 3 involutions v, p0, p2: W -» W:

v(q{x,s,t)) = q(-x,s,t),

pQ(q(x,s,t)) = q(-x,s,-t),

, t      w   \q{-x,\-s,-t),   ifo<j<i,
p2(q(x,s,t))= ... .

\q(-x,i- s,t),      if i< J ^ 1.

There is also a relative version which is crucial for our application.

We now give more detailed descriptions of the above 3 standard involutions.

To describe p2, we introduce the nonseparating, nontrivial, and incompressible

annulus Ac = q(Sx X \ X [-1,1]). Then A* U Ac decomposes W into 2 sohd tori

W = F+U V_   and    F+n V = A* U Ac.

(See Figure 3.)

Each of the 3 standard involutions maps V¡ onto itself, i = +, -.

v+

A
c

W -S1 x[0,l] x[-l,l]/(x,0,t) ~(x,l,-t)

Figure 3
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We have the following table:

involution

v

Po

Pi

orientation
type

preserving

reversing

reversing

fixed points

0

0

2

image of A „

A%

A*

A*

The first 2 columns of the table (i.e. the orientation type and the cardinahty of the

fixed point set) are conjugation class invariants. Conversely, by the announced

result, if t: W -* W is an involution, these 2 invariants determine uniquely its

conjugacy class.

If t: W -» W is an involution, we will first find an annulus that has the same

properties as A* does with regard to the 3 standard involutions. This is the essential

step in the classification of the involutions of W.

Lemma (4.1). Let K be a Klein bottle and let Sx, S2cz K be 2-sided nonseparating

I-spheres. Then there is an ambient isotopy on K that maps Sx onto S2, the isotopy

being a composition of ambient isotopies each the identity outside a 2-cell.

Proof. Let S¡ c K be a 1-sphere that intersects S, transversally in exactly 1 point.

Then S¡ cannot be 2-sided. It follows then from [3, Lemma 2.13, p. 23], that there

are embeddings/): Sl -* K withf(Sx) = 5, and with/, and/2 homotopic.

Let p: 7 -> K be the orientable double covering and let f: S1 -» 7 be a hft of/j-,

i = 1,2, with/j and/2 homotopic. We may assume that f^S1) and f2(Sl) intersect

transversally with intersection number 0. We can find a 2-cell B with 9t3 c f^S1) U

f2(Sx) and with exactly 2 intersection points of fx(Sx) and f2(Sl) on 9t3. Then

p(B) c A'is a 2-cell with dp(B) c Sx U 52 and with exactly 2 intersection points of

Sx and 52 on dp(B). The 2-cell p(B) can be used to eliminate these 2 intersection

points.

Therefore we may assume that Sx n S2 = 0. Then there is an annulus A c K

with 9/4 = Sx U S2 and the proof can be completed.   Q.E.D.

Proposition (4.2). Suppose A cz W is an essential annulus. Then there is an

ambient isotopy on W mapping A to Ax so that Ax and K intersect transversally in a

single 2-sided I-sphere Sl with w"1(S'1) = Ax.

If A does not separate W, then we may assume that Ax = A*.

Proof. We may assume that A and A„ intersect transversally. Then A n A*

consists of disjoint proper 1-cells and 1-spheres.

If a 1-sphere of A n A* bounds a 2-cell in A* it must also bound a 2-cell in A and

vice versa. Since W is irreducible these 1-spheres can be removed by applying an

ambient isotopy to A.

If there is a proper 1-cell of A D A * in A „, that meets only one component of dA »,

then there is a 2-cell D c An with I = DC\A = dDC\Aa proper 1-cell in A and

with D n dW = dD - I. Since A is nontrivial, it follows that there is a 2-cell D' c A
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with D' Pi D = dD' n 9ZJ» = I and with D' n dW = dD' - I. There is a 2-cell

D" c dW with dD" = 9(ZJ> U D'). Using the 3-cell bounded by the 2-sphere D U D'

U D" an ambient isotopy on W can be constructed which applied to A removes I

from/4 n /4+.

Thus we may assume that A C\ A* consists entirely of disjoint 1-spheres in A, A*

that do not bound 2-cells in A, /4+, or disjoint proper 1-cells in A, A* that meet both

boundary components oîA,A#,orAC\A^= 0.

Suppose that A (1 A* ¥= 0 consists of disjoint 1-spheres that do not bound 2-cells

in A, /I*. Then there is an annulus A' cz A with dA' = 5, U S2, S2 c dA, and

A' n A* = Sx; and there is an annulus A" cz A* with one component of dA" being

Sx, the other component being in dW, and such that annuli A', A" determine a solid

torus V with V n dW = 9F - {A' U ,4"). This solid torus can be used to construct

an ambient isotopy on W which when applied to A removes Sx from A n A*.

Now suppose that A n /4* =£ 0 consists of disjoint proper 1-cells in A, A* that

meet both boundary components of A, A*. We have A* = q(Sx xOx [-1,1]) =

q(S1 X 1 X [-1,1]). Applying an ambient isotopy on A* to A n A*, extending it to

an ambient isotopy on W, and applying it to A, we may assume that

AC\Ait = q(xx X 0 X[-l,l] U • • • U xm X 0 x[-l,l]).

The disjoint 1-cells of A C\ A * in A decompose A into 2-cells Bx,...,Bm with

B¡nAt = dBi n A* = q(X¡ X 0 X[-I,I]) KJ q(x¡+x X0x[-l,l]),

i = I,...,m (wherexm+x = x¡).

Considering the proper 2-cells ¿/"Hint B¡) cz S1 X [0,1] X [-1,1], we can find an

ambient isotopy on W keeping A* pointwise fixed and mapping A to Ax such that

Ax D K = S1 is a single 1-sphere and such that Ax = n-'^S1). Necessarily, Sl is

2-sided.

If A n A * = 0, then there is an ambient isotopy on W that maps A to A *.

Lastly, suppose that A does not separate W. Then Sx does not separate K. By

Lemma (4.1), there is an ambient isotopy on K that maps Sl to A* n K; the isotopy

being a composition of ambient isotopies each the identity outside a 2-cell. Therefore

this isotopy extends to an ambient isotopy of W that maps K onto itself, preserves

the fibers of it, and hence maps Ax to A *.   Q.E.D.

Corollary (4.3). If A cz W is a nonseparating proper annulus, then there is an

ambient isotopy on W that maps A ontoA*.

Proof. A nonseparating proper annulus is necessarily non trivial and incompress-

ible.

Main Lemma (4.4) Suppose i: W -» W is an involution. Then there is a nonseparat-

ing proper annulus A c W with either A n i(A) = 0 or i(A) = A. In the latter case

there are no fixed points of i on A. If A C\ i(A) = 0, then i has exactly 2 fixed points.

Conversely, if i has a fixed point there is a nonseparating proper annulus A cz W with

A n i(A)= 0.
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Proof. By Theorem (2.6) there is an essential annulus A0 c W with either

A0 n i(A0) = 0 or i(A0) = A0 and in the latter case with no fixed points of i on

A0.

(1) Suppose AQ separates W and t(,40) = AQ. We show that there is a nonseparat-

ing proper annulus A cz W with i(A) = A and with no fixed points of i on A.

By Proposition (4.2) we may assume that A0 and K intersect transversally in a

single 2-sided 1-sphere S1 with ̂ (S1) = A0. Suppose W = F+U V_ and K+n V_=

3F+n9F_=^0. Then V, n K is a Moebius strip, i= +,-. We have V¡ =

ir"1(Fi n /sT). Therefore F, is a sohd torus.

Case I. i(V+) = V+. Since there are no fixed points of i on A0, we must have (t|)#:

Hx( A0) -> ZZ,(^0) is the identity.

Let,/: /40 -* F+ be the inclusion. Then j*Hx(A0) = 2Z c ZZ,(F+) = Z. Therefore,

by commutativity, (t|)„: ZZ,(F+) -» ZZi(F+) is also the identity. By Lemma (2.3), t|:

V+-> V+ has no fixed points. By Corollary (3.5) F+/t| is a sohd torus or a sohd

Klein bottle.

Consider the inclusion j: A0/i\ -* F+/t| and _/*: ZZ,(,40/i|) -» ZZ,(F+/i|). By

commutativityj*HX(A0/i|) = 2Z c ZZ,(F+/i|) = Z. Therefore the inclusion^': A0/i\

-* V+/i\ lifts to two embeddings of A0/i into 9F+. Hence A0 n t,40 = 0. A

contradiction. Thus t(F+) = F+ is not possible.

Case 2. i(V+) = V_. Consider the annulus or Moebius strip A0/i\ (depending on

whether t|: A0 -* A0 is orientation preserving or orientation reversing, respectively).

A nonseparating proper 1-cell in A0/i\ determines a nonseparating proper 1-cell

Z c A0 with I n t(Z) = 0. There is a nonseparating proper 2-cell B c V+ so that

/3 n A0 = I u i(Z).

Define /l = z3U i(t3). Then ^ is a nonseparating proper annulus with i(A) = A

and with no fixed points of i on A.

(2) Suppose A0 separates W and A0 n i(,40) = 0.

We show again that there is a nonseparating proper annulus A cz W with

i (/I) = A and with no fixed points of t on A.

Again by Proposition (4.2), we may assume that A0 and K intersect transversally

in a single 2-sided 1-sphere S1 in ZC with ^^(S1) = A0.

Suppose that W=VUV with F n F = 9F n 9F' = /10 and with i(A0) c F'.

Since F n tX" and Fni are Moebius strips it follows that F and V are sohd tori.

Now i(/40) decomposes F' into two components, one being i(V). Thus we have the

following decomposition of IF into 3 sohd tori V0, V, i(V):

w= vu v0u i(v),   vnv0 = A0,  i(v)nv0 = i(a0),   vni(v)=0.

Therefore t ( F0 ) = F0.

There is a nonseparating proper 2-cell B0 c F0 such that t30 n A0 is a nonseparat-

ing proper 1-cell in A0, B0 n i(A0) is a nonseparating proper 1-cell in i(^0), and

730nt(y30)= 0.

Proof. First suppose that t|: F0 -» F0 has no fixed points. By Corollary (3.5) F0/t|

is a sohd torus or a sohd Klein bottle. Let B0 c F0/t| be a nonseparating proper

2-cell with t30 n A0i\ consisting of 2 disjoint nonseparating proper 1-cells. Let B0 be
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a lift of t30. Next suppose that i\: F0 -» V0 has fixed points. Define the involution t2:

S1 X [0,1] X [-1,1] -» S1 X [0,1] X [-1,1] by i2(x, s, t) = (x,I- s,-t). There is

an isomorphism

A0: (9(SX X[0,1] X[-1,1]),5X X 0 X[-1,1],51 X 1 x[-l,l])

-*(8F0,^0,tK))

with i\w = h0i2hQX. By Theorem (3.3), A0 extends to an isomorphism A: S1 X [0,1]

X [-1,1] -> F0 with i\v = hi2h~l. Chooses0 e S1 with s0 ¥= s0. Define

S0 = A(i0x[0,l]x[-l,l]).

There is a nonseparating proper 2-cell B cz F with B n A0 = (B0 U t(730)) n A0.

Then A = B U B0 U i( /3 U t30) is a nonseparating proper annulus with t(/l) = /I

and with no fixed points of i on A.

(3) Suppose that A cz IF is a nonseparating proper annulus with A D i(A) = 0.

We show that t has exactly 2 fixed points. For the following arguments we may

assume that A = A*.

A U i (A) decomposes IF into 2 solid tori F+:

W= V+U V_   and    F+n V_= 9F+n 9F_= /4 U i(A).

It cannot happen that i(V+) = V_. Namely if so, let I c A be a nonseparating

proper 1-cell and let B cz V+ be a nonseparating proper 2-cell with 73 n (/I U i(/l))

= Z U t(Z). Then t3 U i(73) must be a Moebius strip. But t|: B U ¿(t3) -» /3 U i(t3)

is a fixed point free involution, a contradiction: A Moebius strip does not admit a

fixed point free involution. (Otherwise, the quotient space would have to be a

Moebius strip again. A 2-fold covering of a Moebius strip, however, is an annulus.)

Thus we must have i(V+)= V+ and i(V_) = V_. We may assume that F+ =

q(Sx X [0, J] X [-1,1]), F_= C7Í51 X [\, 1] X [-1,1]), i(A) - cy^1 X } X [-1,1])

(compare Figure 3). Consider the isomorphisms

«+- (ïD_1*(*0: S1 x[0,i] xl-l.ll-^xIO.i] x[-l,l],

._- (îOAiîl): 51 x[¿,l] X[-1,1] - 51 X[|,l] X[-1,1].

We must have (i_|sxiX[-i,i])* = ~(l+lsxix[-i,i])* an^ we conclude that exactly

one of (t+)*, («_)♦ is -id on the first homology group. Hence, exactly one of (t|K)*:

HX(V¡) -» HX(V¡), i = +,-, must be -id. By Lemma (2.3), exactly one of i\v:

V¡ -* V¡, i = +, -, will have 2 fixed points, and the other will be fixed point free.

(4) Suppose t has a fixed point. We show that there is a nonseparating proper

annulus ,4 c W with A n i(A) = 0.

By (1) and (2), let A0 c W be a nonseparating proper annulus with either

A0 n i(AQ) = 0 or í(/40) = /10 and with no fixed points of z, on A0 in the latter

case.

If ^0 n t(v40)= 0,leM = AQ.

Now assume t(^o) = ^o- ^y Lemma (2.1), let A0 X [-e, e] be a bicollar of

A0 = A0 X 0 in W with (,40 X [-e, e]) n 9IF = 9/40 X [-e, e], t(^0 X [-e, e]) = A0

X [-e, e], and with no fixed points of i on A0 X [-e, e].
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If i(A0 X e) = A0 X -e, let A = A0 X e.

Lastly suppose that i(A0 X e) = A0 X e. For the following argument we may

assume that A0X e = A*. Let V = W - A0 X [-e, e]. Then F is a sohd torus and

the inclusion j: A x e -» V induces an isomorphism y'*: HX(A X e) -» HX(V). The

involution i|: F -» F has a fixed point. By Lemma (2.3), then,(t|K)*: HX(V) -» HX(V)

is (t|K)* = -id. On the other hand, since i\: A x e -* A x e is fixed point free, we

must have (i\)*: HX(A x e) -» HX(A x e) is (i|)* = id. By commutativity with

respect toy* it follows that (t|K)* = id. This contradiction proves that i(A x e) = A

x e is not possible.   Q.E.D.

We now introduce canonical generators of Hx(dW) and HX(W).

Define  S0 = q(Sx X 0 X 1) = q(Sl X I X -I) c dW,   Sx = q(I X [0,1] X 0) c

W, and S2 = q(I X [0,1] X 1) u q(I X [0,1] X -1) c dW. Then

Hx(dW) = Z[S0] ©Z[S2]    and   HX(W) = Z2[S0] © Z[SX].

Letj: dW -» Wbe the inclusion. Theny*[50] = [S0] and j*[S2] = 2[SX].

Note that H,(W) = H¡(K) = 0, i > 2.

Now let ¿: W -» IF be an involution and consider (t|)„: Hx(dW) -* Hx(dW).

Proposition (4.5). (I) If i is orientation preserving, then (t|)# = id.

(II) If i is orientation reversing without fixed points, then

(*DJ$>] --[$>],    (i|)*[52] = [52] + /c[50].

(III) If i is orientation reversing with fixed points, then

U\)*[s0] = [s0], U\Us2] = -fe] + i[s0].

Proof. By Main Lemma (4.4), there is a nonseparating proper annulus A cz W

with either A (~) i(A) = 0 or with i(A) = A. By Corollary (4.3) we may assume that

A = A*. We conclude that

(i|)*[S0]= +[S0].

Consider t«: HX(W) -» HX(W). If t is fixed point free, then its Lefschetz number

must be 0, and therefore t* = id. If i has fixed points, then by Lemma (2.3) its

Lefschetz number must be 2, and hence i* = -id. It follows from commutativity

that (t|)*[S2] = [S2] + k[S0] if í is fixed point free, and that (»D»^] = -[S2] + l[SQ]

if t has fixed points.

If z is orientation preserving so is i\dw and we must have (tl)*!^] = [50]. Since

(i\)l = id, we conclude that (i|)*[S2] = [S2], i.e. (i\)t = id.

If t is orientation reversing so is i\m. Therefore (t|)*[S0] = -[So] if t is fixed point

free, and (il)*^] = [50] if t has fixed points.   Q.E.D.

Lemma (4.6). Let A cz W be a nontrivial proper annulus with one component S' of

dA satisfying [S'] = [S0] in Hx(dW). Then A is nonseparating.

Proof. We may assume that S' = S0.

Consider the proper Moebius strip AZO = q(I X [0,1] X [-1,1]) c W. Then 9AZO

and Sq intersect transversally in exactly one point c¡r(l X 1 X 1). Applying an

ambient isotopy to A keeping S0 pointwise fixed, we may assume that A and AZO
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intersect transversally in a single 1-cell I, which is proper in both A and MO. It must

meet both components of 3/4. Since A is non trivial, it cannot separate MO. Hence A

does not separate W.   Q.E.D.

Theorem (4.7). Suppose i, t' W -* W are involutions and one of the following holds:

(I) t, ¿' are orientation preserving,

(II) t, i' are orientation reversing without fixed points, or

(III) t, t' are orientation reversing with fixed points.

Then there is an isomorphism A: W -* Wso that i' = AzA"1.

Moreover, in case (III), z/A0: dW -* dW is an isomorphism with i'\dxv = hGih~Q, we

may assume that h\diV = A0.

Proof. (1) Suppose t, i' have no fixed points. By Main Lemma (4.4), there is a

nonseparating proper annulus A cz W with i(A) = A. By Lemma (2.1), let A X

[-e, e] c IF be a bicollar of A = A X 0 in W with A X [-e, e] n dW = 3/1 X [-e, e]

and i(/l X [-e, £]) = A X [-e, e]. By Main Lemma (4.4), {(,4 X ie) = A X ie,i = ±.

For the following compare the proof of lemma (3.7).

Let I cz A be a nonseparating proper 1-cell with I n t(Z) = 0. We may assume

that £ is sufficiently small so that (Z X [-e, e]) n i(I X [-e, e]) = 0._

By Corollary (4.3) we may assume A = A*. Hence V = W - A X [-e, e] is a solid

torus. By the argument in Lemma (3.7), there is a nonseparating proper 2-cell B cz V

with BOA X ie = I X ie, i = +, and with B n i(B) = 0.

I X [-£, e] U i(I X [-£, e]) decomposes A X [-e, e] into the 3-cells C, i(C):

A x[-£, e] = CU i(C)   and    C n i(C) = I x[-e, e] U t(Z x[-e, e]).

B U t(B) decomposes F into the 3-cells E, i(E):

V=EUi(E)    and   E C\i(E) = B U i(B).

We may assume that £n/lX£ = Cn/lX£.

Similarly, A', A' X [-£', e'], Z', F', B', C, and £' are defined with respect to t'.

Let 3Z = (x0, x,}, 3Z' = {x'0, x'x}. Choose an arbitrary isomorphism

A0: (Z X [-£, e], x0 X [-E, e], xx X [-e, e], I X -e, I X e)

-»  (Z' X [-£', £'], X0 X [-£', £'], X{  X [-E', £'], Z' X -E', I' X £').

Define A,: t(Z x [-e, e]) -» i'(Z' X [-£', e']) by equivariance, A, = i'A0t|l(/X[_E E))-

Since ¿, t' have the same orientation type, the isomorphism

A0U Aj:Zx[-£, e] Ui(/x[-e, e]) -> V X[-e', e'] U t'(Z' x[-e', e'])

extends to an isomorphism

A2: (C,I x[-e,e],i{l x[-e,e]),C DA X e,C DA X -e)

-> (C, Z' X [-£', e'], i'(l' X [-£', e']), C'nA'X e', C'nA'X -e').

The isomorphism A0|: (I x e, I x -e) -» (Z' x e', Z' x -e') extends to an isomor-

phism A3: t3 -» /3', and the isomorphism

A3 U A2|: 73 U(£ Pi ̂  X e) U(£ H /I X -e)

-^ t3' U(£' Pi ,4' X e') U(£' n A' X -e')
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extends to an isomorphism

h4:(E,B,i(B))^{E',B',i'(B')).

The isomorphisms A2 and A4 piece together.

Finally, by equivariance define

A = A2 U A4 U t'(A2 U A4)z|i(C)Ui(£): W^W.

Then A is a well-defined isomorphism satisfying i' = At A"1.

(2) Suppose i, t' have fixed points. Since dW/i\, dW/i'\ are Klein bottles there

exists an isomorphism A0: 3IF -» dW so that i'\dw = AqzAô1. Thus we may assume

that A 0 is given.

By Main Lemma (4.4) there is a nonseparating proper annulus A cz W with

A n i(A) = 0. By Corollary (4.3) we may assume that A = A% and i(A) = Ac. We

make the following observations:

There are no annuli Ax, A2 c dW with dAx = 3/1, dA2 = di(A), and with Ax n A2
= 0.

Now A U i(A) decomposes IF into 2 sohd tori F+:

W=V+\JV_   and    F+n F_= 3F+n 3F_= /4 U i(A).

By Proposition (4.5), (z|)*[S0] = [50],(t|)#[S2] = -[S2] + l[S0] and (t'\US0] = [50],

('l)*!^] = ~[S2] + ''[^o]- The same computation as in part (1) of the proof of

Theorem (3.3) gives

(*oU)*[S0]= ±[s0].

Therefore there is an ambient isotopy on W that maps A0(50) to 50.

Consider next hQ(dA) and h0(idA) = i'A0 3,4 in W. We have h0(dA) n i'h0(dA) =

A0(3/4 n t3/4)= 0.

Let /40 c IF be a nontrivial proper annulus with A0 n dW = dAQ = h0(dA). By

Theorem (2.5) there is a nontrivial proper annulus A' cz IF with either

A' n i'(A') = 0    and    dA' U i'(dA') = dAQ U i'(dA0),

or there are 2 disjoint non tri vial proper annuli Ax, A2 in W with t'(^,) = ^,,

z = 1,2; gt/ï, U /î2) = 9/l0 U t'(9^0); and with no fixed points of t' on Äx U Ä2.

By Lemma (4.6), A', Äx, Ä, are all nonseparating.

The second case cannot occur. (Namely otherwise by Corollary (4.3), we may

assume that Äx = A+, Ä2 = A. We have the decomposition W = F+U F_, V± solid

tori with F+n F_= 9F+n 9F = i, U i2. Necessarily i'(p;) = V¡,i= +. The inclu-

sion^: /4j -» F; induces an isomorphismj¡^: HX(ÄX) -» ZZ^F,). Since t'|: ^x -* /I, is

fixed point free, we must have (i'|)* = id. By commutativity (i'|F,)* = id and the

Lefschetz number of i'\Vi is 0. By Lemma (2.3), i'\V¡ has no fixed points, i = ±, and

hence i' is fixed point free. Contradiction.)

Therefore there is a nonseparating proper annulus A' c W with A' n i'(A') = 0

and 9/4' U i'(dA') = 3^0 U t'(3/40).

It is not possible that one component of dA' is in dA0 and the other is in i'(dA0).

Namely, otherwise there are annuli A'x, A'2 c 9JFwith dA'x = dA0, dA'2 = i'dA0, and

with A'x n A'2= 0. Then A¡ = h~0x(A\), i = 1,2, contradicting our observation.
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Thus we have dA' = dA0 = h0(dA) and hence ¿'(3/1') = h0tdA.

Again A' U i'(A') decomposes IF into 2 solid tori V'±:

W = V'+U V'_   and    V'+C\ V'_ = dV\C\ dV'_ = A' U t'(A').

The isomorphism A0|: dA -» dA' can be extended to an isomorphism A0: A -* A'.

Define the isomorphism

h¡ = h^hQ\vnmUi'h0i\íiA): dV^dV;,       i = + .

By construction t'|3K, = h¡ih~tl, i = +. By Theorem (3.3), A, extends to an isomor-

phism h¡: Vt -* V[ with i'\v, = hjih'1, i = ±. Finally, define A = A + U h_: W -> IF.
Then A is a well-defined isomorphism extending A0 and satisfying ¿' = At A-1.

Q.E.D.

Corollary (4.8). Suppose i: W -» JFw a« involution. Then i is conjugate to:

(I) z% z/1 z'j orientation preserving,

(II) p0, z/z Z5 orientation reversing and fixed point free, or

(III) p2, z/t is orientation reversing with fixed points. Moreover, in case (III), z/A0:

9IF -» 3IFz.y azz isomorphism with i|3H/ = A0p2Aô1, íAezz A0 extends to an isomorphism

h:W '-» W with i = hp2h~x.

Let MO be a Moebius strip and let \p: MO -» AZO be an involution with fixed set an

isolated point and a proper I-cell. Then MO X [0,l]/(x,0) ~ (4>(x),I) is the non-

orientable twisted I-bundle over a Klein bottle.

Corollary (4.9). Suppose i: W -* W is a fixed point free involution.

(I) If i is orientation preserving, then W/i = W.

(II) If i is orientation reversing, then W/i = nonorientable twisted I-bundle over a

Klein bottle.

Proof. By Corollary (4.8), we may assume that W/i = W/v in case (I) and that

W/i = W/p0 in case (II). The corollary is easily verified for W/v and for W/p0.

Q.E.D.

5. Involutions with fixed points on orientable torus bundles over the 1-sphere. Let

S,, S2 be copies of the 1-sphere and let 7 = Sx x S2 be the 2-dimensional torus. If g:

7 -» 7 is an isomorphism then the associated torus bundle AZg over the 1-sphere is

defined as follows:

m,-rx[o,i]/(*,o)-(*(*), i).

Let q: T X [0,1] -» AZg be the identification map and abbreviate q(x, y, t) =

[x, y, t]. Let S1 = [0, l]/0 - 1. Define tr: Mg -* S1 by ir[x, y, t] = t. Note that each

fiber tr'l(t) = q(T X t) is a nonseparating, 2-sided, incompressible torus. Clearly AZg

is irreducible.

Every torus bundle over S1 arises this way.

The isomorphism g: 7 -» 7 is up to isotopy uniquely determined by the isomor-

phism g*: HX(T) -» HX(T). With respect to the basis [Si],[S2] of HX(T) = Z © Z,

gt is given by a matrix A e GL2(Z). The torus bundle Mg is orientable if, and only

if, the isomorphism g: 7 -> 7 is orientation preserving. This is equivalent to

det A - 1.
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It is also possible to have separating incompressible tori in M . As an example of

this consider the space form AZ2 (see [7,8]). It is the torus bundle corresponding to

g(x, y) = (x, y). The annuli A±= {±i) X S2X [0,1] piece together to give the

separating incompressible torus q(A + U A_). Cutting AZ2 along this torus then gives 2

copies of W = the oriented twisted Z-bundle over the Klein bottle.

The main result of this section is the complete classification of involutions with

fixed points on orientable torus bundles over S1. It turns out that only Mx = S1 x

S1 X S1 and AZ2 admit such involutions, and moreover they are unique up to

conjugacy.

The unique involution on AZ, is i8: Mx -» Mx, is(xx, x2, x3) = (xx, x2, x3). It has

8 fixed points ( ± 1, ± 1, ± 1).

The unique involution on AZ2 is given by

\[-x,-y,\-t]     if 0 < í < i,
U[x, y,t] =    ,   _    _ j       ,

\[-x,-y,i-t]    if i < r < 1.

There are 4 fixed points [ ± i, ± i, f ].

Lemma (5.1). Suppose 70 c int 7 X [0,1] is an incompressible torus. Then there is

an ambient isotopy of T X [0,1] taking 70 onto 7 X \ and leaving 3(7 X [0,1])

pointwise fixed.

Proof. Applying an ambient isotopy to 70 keeping the boundary pointwise fixed,

we may assume that 70 n (Sx X y0 X [0,1]) = S, X y0 X \ and then that

70 n(x0 X S2 x[0,l]) = x0 X S2 X \.

Now there is an ambient isotopy that keeps the boundary and Sx X y0 X [0,1] U x0

X S2 X [0,1] pointwise fixed, and maps 70 to 7 X |.   Q.E.D.

Lemma (5.2). Let W be the orientable twisted I-bundle over a Klein bottle. If

7 c int Wis an incompressible torus, then there is a collar dW X [0,1] ofdW = dW X 0

in WsothatdWx 1 = 7

Proof. Let/z: W -» W be the 2-fold covering with77*77,(IF) = y * 77-, (3IF), where

j: 3IF -> IF is the inclusion. Then W = dW X [0,3], p\: dW X i -» dW is an isomor-

phism, i = 0,3, and p~l(T) must consist of 2 components Tx and 72, each an

incompressible torus. By Lemma (5.1) we may assume that 7, = dW X 1 and that

72 = 3IF X 2. Let dW X [0,1] = p(dW X [0,1]).    Q.E.D.

Lemma (5.3). Let M be an orientable torus bundle over S1 and let T C M be an

incompressible torus.

(1) Suppose 7 is nonseparating. Then M - 7x[-l,l], where TX [-1,1] is a

bicollar ofT= 7 X 0 in AZ, is another copy ofTX [-1,1].

(2) Suppose 7 is separating. Then 7 separates M into orientable twisted I-bundles

Wx, W2 over a Klein bottle. Moreover, there are nonseparating proper annuli A¡^ c W{,

i = 1,2, so that Ax* n A2* is a boundary component of both Axm and A2if.
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Proof. First note that 7 is 2-sided and so has a bicollar 7 x [-1,1]. Also

AZ — 7 X [0,1] will have 1 or 2 components.

Let 7* = q(T X 0) be a distinguished fiber. Applying an ambient isotopy to 7 we

may assume that 7 and 7* intersect transversally in disjoint 1-spheres S,,...,S„.

Since AZ is irreducible, by standard arguments we may assume that none of the

1-spheres S,,...,S„ bound 2-cells in 7 or 7*. If 7 n 7* = 0, then Lemma (5.1)

implies that case (1) holds.

Now assume that n = 1. Then q'l(T) c 7 x [0,1] is an incompressible proper

annulus meeting both boundary components. By Lemma (3.6) (7 X [0,1], q'l(T)) is

isomorphic to (S1 X S1 X [0,1], x0 x S1 x [0,1]). Let 7 x [-1,1] c AZ be a bicollar

of 7 = 7 X 0 in AZ with (7 x [-1,1]) n 7» = Sj, x [-1,1]. Then we may assume

that £7-1(T x [-1, !]) = I x S1 x [0,1] where I cz S1 is a 1-cell with x0 e int I and

with q(I x S1 X 0) = q(I X S1 X 1). Since AZ - 7 x [0,1] has two boundary com-

ponents and is connected we conclude that

AZ- 7X[0,1] = q(Sx - I X S1 x[0,l]) = 7x[-l,l].

Finally suppose that zz > 1. Now the 1-spheres Sx,...,Sn decompose 7into annuli

Ax,...,An. We arrange the ordering so that dAi = S, U S,+1, i = \,...,n, where

Sn+i = $i- _

Consider the proper annuli /3, = c7_1(int A/) c 7 X [0,1], i = 1,... ,zz.

If an annulus t3, has both boundary components in the same boundary component

of 7 x [0,1] then there is a sohd torus F c 7 x [0,1] with Bt c 9F, F n

9(7 X [0,1]) = 9F - t3„ and such that there is a nonseparating proper 2-cell B cz V

with B D B¡ a 1-cell. Using q(V) c M, we can construct an ambient isotopy on AZ

which applied to 7 will remove S, and S, + 1 from 7 n 7*. Thus we may assume that

each annulus t3, c 7 x [0,1] meets both boundary components of 7 X [0,1].

Again by Lemma (3.6) (7 X [0,1], Bx,...,Bn) is isomorphic to (S1 X S1 x

[0,1], xx X S1 X [0,1],..., xn x S1 x [0,1]). Let 7 X [-1,1] be a bicollar of 7 = 7

X 0 in AZ with T X [-1, 1] n 7» = S, X [-1, 1], i = 1,. . . ,n. Then

<7_1(int Ai X [-1,1]) = Z, X S1 X [0,1], where Ix,... ,I„ c S1 are disjoint 1-cells with

x, e int Z, and q(I¡ X S1 X I) = q(Ii+x X Sl X 0), and where In+X = Ix. It follows

that

n

M- 7X[-1,1] = \Jq(j,XSlx[0,l]),
1=1

where the J¡ c S1 are the complementary intervals determined by Z, U • • • U Z„ in

S1.

The components of U,"=1 q(J¡ X S1 X [0,1]) are either copies of 7 X [-1,1] or W.

If 7 is nonseparating then it automatically follows that the only component of

AZ- 7X[-1,1] is a copy of 7 X [-1,1]. On the other hand if 7 separates AZ, then

the 2 components ofAZ- 7 x [-1,1] must necessarily be copies of IF.

Finally, let Ax*, A2* be adjacent annuli of Wx D T*,W2r\ T„, respectively.

Q.E.D.
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Main Lemma (5.4). Z^r AZ be an orientable torus bundle over the I-sphere and let i:

AZ -» AZ be an involution with fixed points. Then there is a nonseparating incompressi-

ble torus 7 c AZ with 7 n ¿(7) = 0.

Proof. By Theorem (2.7) there exists an incompressible torus 70 c AZ so that

either 70 n t(70) = 0 or t(70) = 70. In the latter case there are no fixed points of i

on70.

(1) Suppose t(70) = 70 and 70 is nonseparating. By Lemma (2.1), let 70 X [-1,1]

be a bicollar so that t(70 x [-1,1]) = 70 x [-1,1] and i has no fixed points on

70 X [-1,1]. By Lemma (5.3) AZ - 70 x[-l,l] = 7, X [-1,1] and i has a fixed

point on 7, x [-1,1]. Finally by Lemma (3.9) we must have i(Tx x 1) = 7, x -1.

Consequently 7 = 70 X 1 will satisfy the conclusion of the Main Lemma.

(2) Now suppose 70 n z(70) = 0 and 70 separates AZ.

By Lemma (5.3) we have AZ = Wx U W2, where Wx, W2 are copies of W and

Wx n IF2' = dWx = dW{ = 70. Suppose z(70) c IF,'. Then by Lemma (5.2) we have

the following decomposition of AZ: AZ = IF, U 7' X [0,1] U W2, Wx, W2 disjoint

copies of W so that Wx n T x [0,1] = 9PF, = 7X0, and IF, n 7' X [0,1] = 9IF2

= 7' X 1, where 7' X 1 = j(70). Necessarily i(Wx) = W2 and i(T X [0,1]) = 7' X

[0,1].
Let A0 cz Wx be a nonseparating proper annulus and let dA0 = S' U S". Then

there is a proper annulus /4' c 7' X [0,1] so that 9/1' = S' U i(S"). Thus 9,4' n

i(9/l') = 0. We apply Theorem (2.5): Either there is an incompressible proper

annulus A cz T' x [0,1] meeting both boundary components with A n i(A) = 0

and with dA U i(dA) = dA' U t(3,4'), or there are 2 disjoint incompressible annuli

Ax, A2cz T X [0,1] meeting both boundary components with i(A¡) = A¡, i = 1,2;

d(Ax U A2) = dA' U i(9,4'); and with no fixed points of t on Ax U A2.

The second alternative is not possible. Namely, by Lemma (3.9)

(1|)*:ZZ1(7'X[0,1])-ZZ1(7'X[0,1])

is (i|)* = -id. By Lemma (3.6) we may assume that Ax, A2 are in standard position.

We conclude that (i\)#: HX(A¡) -> HX(A¡) is also (z|)* = -id. Therefore the Lefschetz

number of i|: Ai -» A¡ is 2 and i\ must have fixed points on A¡. A contradiction.

Thus we may assume that A n i(A) = 0. Then Tx = A0 U A U i(A0) U i(/l) is a

nonseparating incompressible torus with i(7,) = 7, and with no fixed points of i on

7,. We have arrived at case (1).

(3) Finally suppose that t(70) = 70 and 70 separates. By Lemma (5.3), we have the

decomposition AZ = Wx U W2, Wx, W2cz M copies of IF with Wx n W2 = dWx =

dW2 = 70. Necessarily i(JF;) = IF,-, z = 1,2. Suppose that i has fixed points in Wx.

By Main Lemma 4.4 there is a nonseparating proper annulus Ax cz Wx with

/I, n i(Ax) = 0. It follows from Lemma (5.3) and from Corollary (4.3) that there is

a nonseparating proper annulus A'2 c W2 with 9/12 = 9,4,. We apply Theorem (2.5)

to i|: W2 -» W2 with respect to A'2. By the same argument as in part (2) of the proof

of Theorem (4.7) we obtain a nonseparating proper annulus A2cz W2 with 9/12 = 9/1,

and with A2 n i(A2) = 0. Define 7 = /I, U ,42. Then 7is 2-sided. Therefore 7is a

nonseparating incompressible torus with 7 n i(7) = 0.    Q.E.D.
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Theorem (5.5). Let M be an orientable torus bundle over Sl and let t: AZ -* AZ be an

involution with fixed points. Then i has exactly A or % fixed points.

Proof. Let 7 c AZ be the torus of Main Lemma (5.4). Then Lemmas (5.1) and

(5.3) imply that AZ decomposes as AZ = (7, X [0,1]) U (72 X [0,1]) with (7, X [0,1])

n (72 X [0,1]) = d(Tx X [0,1]) = 3(72 X [0,1]) = 7 U t(7). We must have

z(7,x[0,l]) = 7,X[0,1],       i = l,2.

By Corollary (3.11), t has either 0 or 4 fixed points in 7, X [0,1], i = 1,2.   Q.E.D.

Theorem (5.6). Let M, M' be orientable torus bundles over S1 and let i: M -» M, i':

M' -* M' be involutions with fixed points. If i, i' have the same number of fixed points

then there exists an isomorphism A: AZ -> AZ' satisfying i' = At A"1.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem (5.5) we have decompositions AZ = (7, X

[0,1]) U (72 x [0,1]), AZ' = (7; x [0,1]) U (72 X [0,1]) with respect to t, t', respec-

tively. We may assume that t|: 72 x [0,1] -> 72 x [0,1] and i'\: T2 x [0,1] -* 72' x

[0,1] have 4 fixed points each. Then c|: Tx x [0,1] -» 7, x [0,1] and i'\: T[ x [0,1]

-» T[ X [0,1] have the same number of fixed points (0 or 4).

By Theorem (3.10) there is an isomorphism A,:  Tx X [0,1] -* Tx X [0,1] with

i'lr;x[o,i] = /lil/!I1-Then

1 l3(7"2X[0,l]) = "ll3(r2X[0,l])l("ll3(r2X[0,l])j-

By Theorem (3.10), there is an isomorphism A2:  72 x [0,1] -» 72 X [0,1] with

l'\nxio,i] = h2ih'21 and with /»2|3(r2x[o,iD = aiIb<tíx[o,id- Then the isomorphism A =

A, U A2: AZ -* M' satisfies t' = AtA"1.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.7. 7Ae only orientable torus bundles over S1 admitting involutions with

fixed points are Mx, M2. Moreover, all such involutions on Mx, M2 are conjugate to

tg, t4, respectively.

6. Involutions with fixed points on unions along the boundaries of 2 orientable

twisted Z-bundles over Klein bottles. Let Wx, W2 be copies of the orientable twisted

Z-bundle W over a Klein bottle. If g: dWx -* dW2 is an isomorphism then the

associated union AZg of Wx and W2 is defined as follows:

Mg= WXU W2/x ~ g(x)    for x e dWx.

Orientations on Wx and W2 can be chosen so that Mg is orientable.

The manifold AZg admits a 2-fold covering by an orientable torus bundle over S1.

We observe that AZ is irreducible.

We have AZid = D(W), the double of IF. It has a 2-fold covering by S1 X S1 x S1.

From this it can be deduced that AZid = AZ2. Thus D(p2): D(W) -» D(W), the

double of the involution p2: IF -> IF with 2 fixed points, is an involution with 4

fixed points on AZ2.

The main result of this section is the complete classification of involutions with

fixed points on unions along the boundaries of 2 orientable twisted Z-bundles over

Klein bottles. We prove that besides AZ2—which we have dealt with in §5—only the
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space form AZ6 admits such involutions. Furthermore, they are unique up to

conjugacy.

The space form AZ6, which is frequently called the Hantzsche-Wendt manifold in

reference to [2], has the following description:

Let [S0(], [S2(] g ZZ,(9W^), i = 1,2, be the canonical generators which were

introduced in §4. Let g0: dWx -» 9IF2 be an isomorphism so that g0«[S0i] = ±[S22],

g0.[S2X]= ±[S02].ThenAZ6 = AZgo.

Let p2: Wx -> Wx be the involution with 2 fixed points and let p0: W2 -» W2 be

the fixed point free orientation reversing involution. We may choose g0 so that

PoSo = 8oP2\w Then ¿2 = p2 U p0: AZ6 -» AZ6 is a well-defined involution. It has 2

fixed points, namely those of p2.

Now suppose AZ is the union along the boundaries of 2 orientable Z-bundles over

Klein bottles.

Proposition (6.1). If M contains a nonseparating incompressible torus, then M is a

torus bundle over S1.

Proof. Let p: M -» AZ be a 2-fold covering of M by a torus bundle M over a

1-sphere. Let 7 c AZ be a nonseparating incompressible torus. Then each compo-

nent of p_1(7) is an incompressible torus in AZ.

(1) Supposep^(7) consists of 2 tori 7,, 72. Then 7,, 72 must be nonseparating.

Otherwise, if one of 7,, 72 is separating, by Lemmas (5.3) and (5.2) we obtain a

decomposition of AZ into 3 submanifolds. Since p is a 2-fold covering, we conclude

that 7 must be separating, a contradiction.

Thus by Lemmas (5.3) and (5.1) we have the decomposition AZ = (7, x [0,1]) U

(72 X [0,1]) with (7, X [0,1]) n (72 X [0,1]) = 9(7j X [0,1]) = 9(72 X [0,1]) = Tx

U 72. Then AZ can be obtained from 7¡ X [0,1] by identifying T, X 0 with T¡ X I, i.e.

M is a torus bundle over S1.

(2) Suppose p'x(T)= 7 is a single torus. Let 7x[-l,l]cAZbea bicollar of

7 = 7 X 0 in AZ. Then p'l(T X [0,1]) = 7 X [-1,1] is a bicollar of 7 = 7 X 0 in AZ.

The deck transformation i: M -» AZ is orientation preserving and we have

i(f X [-1,1]) = 7 X [-1,1]. As (|: 7 -» 7 is orientation preserving, we must have

t(7 X /)= 7 X i, i = 1,-1. Consequently 7 is nonseparating. By Lemma (5.3),

AZ- 7x[-l,l] = t X [-1,1]. By Corollary (3.12), p(M - 7x[-l,l]) = T x

[-1,1]. Hence AZ is a torus bundle over S1.   Q.E.D.

Lemma (6.2). A separating incompressible torus in M decomposes M into 2 orientable

twisted I-bundles over Klein bottles.

Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Proposition (6.1). Let 7 c AZ be a

separating incompressible torus.

(1) Suppose/z_1( 7) consists of 2 tori Tx, T2. If one of the tori 7, is separating, both

are separating, and we obtain the decomposition AZ = Wx U 7 x [0,1] U W2, where

Wx, W2 are copies of W with dWx = 7 x 0 = 7, and 9IF2 = 7 x 1 = 72. Neces-

sarily, t(7 X 0) = 7 X 1 and hence i(Wx) = W2, i(T X [0,1]) = 7 x [0,1]. Then
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M = p(Wx)Up(TX [0,1]) with p(Wx)C\p(TX [0,1])= dp(Wx) = 9(7 X [0,1]) =

7. Now p(Wx) is a copy of W, and by Corollary (3.12) p(T X [0,1]) is a copy of W

also.

Suppose both 7, and 72 are nonseparating. We obtain the decomposition M = (Tx

X [0,1]) U (72 X [0,1]). Then AZ = p(Tx x [0,1]) U p(72 x [0,1]) and necessarily

p(Tx X [0,1]) np(T2 x [0,1]) = 7. By Corollary (3.12), p(T¡ X [0,1]) is a copy of

IF, i = 1,2.

(2) Suppose p'l(T) = 7 is a single torus. By Lemma (5.3), 7 decomposes AZ into 2

copies of IF: M = Wx U W2 with WXC\W2 = dWx - 3IF2 = 7 Then AZ = /z^) U

p(IF2) and necessarily p(Wx) C\ p(W2) = 7 By Corollary (4.9), p(W¡) is a copy of

W,i = 1,2.   Q.E.D.

Main Lemma (6.3). Suppose M is not a torus bundle over S1. Z/ i: AZ -» AZ is an

involution with fixed points, then there is a separating incompressible torus 7 c AZ wz'iA

¿(7) = T and with no fixed points ofi on 7

Proof. Note by Proposition (6.1) each incompressible torus in AZ is separating. By

Theorem (2.7) there is an incompressible torus T cz M with either Tí) i(T) = 0 or

with i(7) = 7 and with no fixed points of t on 7.

Suppose 7rw(7)= 0. By Lemmas (6.2) and (5.2) we have the following

decomposition of AZ: AZ = Wx U 7 X [0,1] U W2, where Wx, W2 are disjoint copies

of IF with Wx n 7 X [0,1] = dWx = 7 X 0 = 7 and IF2 n 7 X [0,1] = 3IF2 = 7 x

1 = 1.(7).

Necessarily, i(Wx) = W2 and ¿(7 x [0,1]) = 7 x [0,1]. By the same arguments as

in part (2) of the proof of Main Lemma (5.4) a nonseparating incompressible torus

7 c AZ can be constructed. Thus 7 n t(7) = 0 is not possible.   Q.E.D.

Theorem (6.4). Suppose M is not a torus bundle over S1 and i: M -» M is an

involution with fixed points. Then i has exactly 2 fixed points.

Proof. Let 7 c AZ be the torus of Main Lemma (6.3). By Lemma (6.2), 7

decomposes AZ into 2 copies Wx, W2 of IF:

M= WXU W2   and    Wx n W2 = dWx = 3IF2 = 7.

We must have i(W¡) = Wt, i = 1,2. By Corollary (4.8), i has either 0 or 2 fixed

points in IF;, i = 1,2. Hence t has either 2 or 4 fixed points.

Suppose i has 4 fixed points. Then i\w has 2 fixed points, i = 1,2. Consider

D(W) = WU W and the involution D(p2): D(W) -» D(W). By Theorem (4.7),

there is an isomorphism A,: W-* Wx so that i|^ = A,p2A11. Then i|w =

A,p2(A1|3H/ )_1. Again by Theorem (4.7) there is an isomorphism A2: W -> IF2 with

t|„, = h2p2h~2 extending A,|3W,. Thus there is an isomorphism h = hxD h2: D(W)

-* M. Therefore M = D(W) = M2 and AZ is a torus bundle over S1, a contradiction.

Q.E.D.
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Theorem (6.5). Let AZ, AZ' each be unions along the boundary of 2 orientable twisted

I-bundles over Klein bottles and let t: AZ -» AZ, t': AZ' -» AZ' be involutions with fixed

points. If i, ¿' have the same number of fixed points, then there exists an isomorphism A:

AZ -> AZ' satisfying t' = AzA"1.

Proof. By Theorem (6.4) and Corollary (5.7) we may assume that AZ, AZ' are not

torus bundles over S1 and that i, i have 2 fixed points each. As in the proof of

Theorem (6.4) we have decompositions of AZ, AZ' into copies of W with regard to

i, i', respectively: AZ = Wx U W2 and AZ' = W[ U W2. We may assume that i\w,

i']w, are fixed point free and that i\w, i'\w, have 2 fixed points each. By Theorem

(4.7) there is an isomorphism A,: Wx -» W[ with t'l^, = hxihxx and there is an

isomorphism A2: W2 -* W2 with i'\w, = h2ih2l and extending A,|3WV Then A = A,

U A2: M -» AZ' is an isomorphism with i' = hih'1.   Q.E.D.

Corollary (6.6). 7Ae only unions along the boundary of 2 orientable twisted

I-bundles over Klein bottles that admit involutions with fixed points are M2, M6.

Moreover, all such involutions on M2, M6 are conjugate to i4, t2, respectively.

Proof. AZ, = S1 x S1 x S1 is not the union along the boundary of 2 orientable

twisted Z-bundles over Klein bottles. (There is no epimorphism HX(W) © HX(W) -*

Hx(Sl X S1 X S1).)

Corollary (5.7), Theorems (6.4) and (6.5) complete the proof.    Q.E.D.

Finally, Corollaries (5.7) and (6.6) prove our main result.

Theorem (6.7). The only space forms from the orientable ones AZ,,...,AZ6 wAz'cA

admit involutions with fixed points are Mx, M2, M6. Moreover these involutions are

unique up to conjugacy and have 8,4,2 fixed points respectively.

7. The orbit manifolds AZ*, M%, and AZ6*. In this section we exhibit canonical

decompositions of the manifolds AZ*, AZ*, and AZ6*. P2 denotes the projective plane.

Proposition (7.1). Let C be a 3-cell and let i: C -» C be an involution with fixed

point x0. Suppose C0 c int C is a 3-cell with x0 e int C0 and i(C0) = C0. Then

C~^C0/i\ = P2X [0,1].

Proof. We may assume that C - C0 = S2 x [0,1] and by Lemma (3.1) that

t(x, t) = (-x, t).   Q.E.D.

Definition. A projective sohd V* is defined as follows. Let Px, P2 be projective

planes, let D¡ c Pt x I be 2-cells, i = 1,2, and let A: Z), -> D2 be an isomorphism.

Define

F* = 7, x[0,l] U72 x[0,l]/(x,l) - (A(x),l)   forxeZ),.

The usual notation is V* = (Px x [0,1])#3(72 x [0,1]). V* does not depend on

the choice of Dx, D2, or A. Note that 3F* consists of 2 projective planes, 7, x 0,

P2 x 0, and a Klein bottle, (7, x 1)#(72 x 1).

Proposition (7.2). Let V be a solid torus and let i: V -> V be an involution with

fixed points xx, x2. Suppose Cx, C2 c int F are disjoint 3-cells with x, e int C, and

i(G) = C„ i = 1,2. Then F-(C, U C2)/i| = F*.
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Proof. By Corollary (3.4) we may assume that i = t2. For i2 the proposition is

easily verified.   Q.E.D.

Definition. Let V*, V* be 2 projective sohds. On the Klein bottles K¡ c 3^* we

choose nonseparating annuli A¡, i = 1,2. By Lemma (4.1), At is uniquely determined

up to an ambient isotopy on Kt and hence on V*, i = 1,2. Let A: Ax -» A2 be an

isomorphism. Define

7X[0,1]* = V* U V2*/x ~ h(x)   iorxcz-Ax.

7 X [0,1]* does not depend on the choice of A.

Note that 3(7 x [0,1]*) consists of 4 projective planes and 1 torus.

Proposition (7.3). Let i: 7 X [0,1] -> 7 X [0,1] be an involution with fixed points

xx, x2, x3, x4. Suppose Cx, C2, C3, C4 c int(7 X [0,1]) are disjoint 3-cells with x, e

int C, and with i(C,) = C„ i = 1,2,3,4. 7Aezz

7x[0,l]-(C,UC2UC3U C4)/t| = 7X[0,1]*.

Proof. By Corollary (3.11) we may assume that i = zc x zc x t. The proposition is

easily verified in this case.   Q.E.D.

Lemma (7.4). Let K be a Klein bottle and let S,, S2 c K be nontrivial separating

I-spheres. Then there is an ambient isotopy on K that maps Sx onto S2.

Proof. This is well known. We sketch a brief proof. Let K = S1 X [0,1]/(x, 0) ~

(x,I) and let q: S1 X [0,1] -* K be the natural identification map. Then irx(K)

= (a,b: bab~l = a"1) where a = [q(Sx X 0)] and b = [q(I X [0,1])]. Now S¡ is the

boundary of a Moebius strip which is the regular neighborhood of a 1-sphere S/. We

can find a 2-sided 1-sphere in K which intersects S/ transversally in a single point.

Thus we can apply, [3, Lemma 2.13, p. 23], and conclude that [S/] = anb±l, i = 1,2.

But [S,] = ar>b±lar>b±l, i = 1,2. It follows from the identity on p. 23 of [3] that

[S,] = b±2, i = 1,2. Hence there are embeddings f: Sl -* K with /.(S1) = S„

i = 1,2, and with /, and f2 homotopic. Then there is an ambient isotopy that maps

Sx onto S2 (see e.g. [3, Lemma 2.10, p. 21]).    Q.E.D.

Definition. Let F* be a projective sohd and let N be a sohd Klein bottle. Let

K cz dV* be the Klein bottle. On K we choose a nonseparating annulus Ax and on

dN a separating annulus A2 that does not bound a 2-cell on dN. By Lemmas (4.1)

and (7.4), Ax, A2 are uniquely determined up to ambient isotopy on K, dN respec-

tively. Let h: Ax -> A2 be an isomorphism. Define

W* = V* U N/x - h(x)   for x e Ax.

W* does not depend on the choice of A.

Note that 3IF* consists of 2 projective planes and 1 Klein bottle.

Proposition (7.5). Let i: W -* W be an involution with fixed points xx, x2. Suppose

Cx, C2 c int IF are disjoint 3-cells with x¡ e int C, and with i(C¡) = C„ i = 1,2. 7Ae«

W- CXU C2/i| = IF*.

Proof. By Corollary (4.8) we may assume that t = p2. It is not difficult to verify

the proposition in this case.   Q.E.D.
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Definition. Let (7, x [0,1])*, (72 X [0,1])* be 2 copies of (7 X [0,1])*, let

T¡ cz 3(7] x [0,1])* be the torus, i = 1,2, and let A: T[ -» 72 be an arbitrary

isomorphism. Define

Mi = (7i x[0,l])* U(72 x[0,l])*/x ~ h(x)   forx e T{.

Note that 3AZf consists of 8 projective planes.

Let t: 7 X [0,1] -» 7 X [0,1] be an orientation reversing fixed point free involu-

tion with i(7 x 0) = 7 x 1. By Corollary (3.12), then 7 X [0, l]/t = AZO X S\ MO

a Moebius strip.

Definition. Let 7' c 3(7 x [0,1])* be the torus and let A: T -» 3(AZO X S1) be

an arbitrary isomorphism. Define

AZ2* = (7x[0,l])* U AZOX Sl/x - h{x)    forx e 7'.

Note that 3AZ* consists of 4 projective planes.

Let t: IF -> W be an orientation reversing fixed point free involution. By

Corollary (4.9), then W/i = W/p0 is the nonorientable twisted Z-bundle over a

Klein bottle.

Definition. Let K c 3IF* be the Klein bottle and let A: K -> 3(IF/p0) be an

arbitrary isomorphism. Define

AZ6* = W* u IF/Po/x ~ A(jc)   for x e ZC.

Note that 3AZ,* consists of 2 projective planes.

It will follow from Theorem (7.6) that AZ*, AZ*, AZ* do not depend on the choice

of A.

Theorem (7.6). Let t: AZ, -» AZ,, i = 1,2,6 be an involution with isolated fixed

points xx,... ,xk, k = 8,4,2 respectively. Suppose Cx,..., Ck c AZ, are disjoint 3-cells

with Xj G int Cj and i(Cj) = Cj,j = I,...,k. Then

AZ, -(C, U ••• U Ck)/i\ = AZ,*,        i = 1,2,6.

Also AZ2* = D(W*), the double of W*.

Proof. Let p: AZ, -> M? be the orientable double covering. Adding k 3-cells to

dMj, we obtain the closed manifold AZ,. The deck transformation on AZ, extends to

an involution on AZ, with zc fixed points.

If i = 1, p-\Tj X [-1,1])*, y = 1,2, are 2 copies of 7 x [0,1] with four 3-cells

removed from each.

If i = 2, p'l(T X [-1,1])* is a copy of 7 X [0,1] with four 3-cells removed, and

p~l(MO x S1) is another copy of 7 x [-1,1].

If z = 6, p~x(W*) is a copy of IF with two 3-cells removed, and p'1(W/p2) is

another copy of IF.

Therefore AZ,, AZ2 are torus bundles over S1 and AZ6 is the union along the

boundary of 2 orientable twisted Z-bundles over Klein bundles. By Corollaries (5.7)

and (6.6), AZ, = AZ,, z = 1,2,6, and by uniqueness of involutions we obtain an

isomorphism A: AZ, ̂  AZ, -(C, U • • ■ U Ck) which commutes with the deck trans-

formation on AZ, and with i\M _(C U...UC). Therefore A defines an isomorphism A:

AZ* - AZ-(C, U •■■uQ)/i|. '
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Considering the orientable double covering of D(W*) we obtain similarly AZ, and

we conclude by Corollary (6.6) that ÁZ = AZ2, and then that AZ2* = D(W*).   Q.E.D.

2 2
Theorem (7.7). TAere are natural double coverings AZ* -» AZf -» AZ,*.

Proof. (1) We may assume that AZf = D(T x [0,1])*, the double of (7 x [0,1])*.

We decompose AZf by a bicollar 7' x [-1,1] c AZf of the torus 7' c 3(7 x [0,1])*:

AZf = (7_X[0,1])* U 7 x[-l,l] u(7+x[0,l])*

with

(7, x[0,l])* n 7' x[-l,l] = 7' X il,      i+ ,-.

Define the involution X: AZf -» AZf as follows. Let A|rx, x x, = a X id X t:

7'X [-1,1]-» 7'X [-1,1] (see Corollary (3.11)) and extend the isomorphism

A|rx_,: 7' X -1 -* 7' X 1 to an isomorphism

Al(r.x[0,i]).:(7,-X[0.1])*-(7,+ x[0>l])*-

Let

A = A|(r_x[(U]), U A|rx[_, j] '"'('Mfr.xio.i])*/   •

Then A is fixed point free and

AZf/A = (7_x[0,l])* U 7 X[-1,1]/A| = AZ2*.

(2) We may assume that AZf = D(W*), the double of IF*. We decompose AZf by

a bicollar K X [-1,1] c AZf of the Klein bottle K cz dW*:

AZf = W*+UKX[-I,I] u IF*   with IF* nix[-l,l] = KX il,       /=+,-.

Define the involution jit: AZ* -» AZf as follows. Let p\Kx{_x X]: K X [-1,1]->■ K X

[-1,1] be the involution with K x [-1, l]//z.| = nonorientable twisted Z-bundle over

the Klein bottle. Extend the isomorphism ju,|A-x_1: K X -1 ->/\"X 1 to an isomor-

phism^.: W* -+ W*+. Let

ri = rtUU/i|JCx[_11]u(/i||^)    .

Then ¡u, is fixed point free and

AZf/ii = W* U K X [-1, l]/fi| = AZ6*.    Q.E.D.
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